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About This Game

BVRGER VAN is a frantic and fast-paced Virtual Reality game where you are tasked with the upkeep of your burger van
business.
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English

I donu2019t want to be too negative here, because this is the first ever game, from a small indie developer, and so I will tick the
'recommend' box. but there are a number of issues with how the game has been marketed, that need addressingu2026 This game
should have been released as u2018Early Accessu2019 because 80% of the features listed in the description, are not present at
this time. -tThe trailer shows hotdogs alongside the burgers and the Steam description states u201ccook burgers, hotdogs and
MUCH MOREu201d The only food items in the current version of the game are burgers. Burgers, burgers and more burgers.
-tThe Steam description states u201cCompete with friendsu2026u201d which in itself, isnu2019t claiming to be multiplayer,
but itu2019s certainly verging on implying such functionality. -tSteam description states u201ccreate your own journey in your
pathu2026u201d u2013 There are no u2018choicesu2019 to be made. u2013 I thought there might have been options to create
your own burger recipes, or hell, at least to name your Burger Vanu2026 but no. -tThe trailer uses the term u2018Flip
Burgersu2019 and the Steam description ends on the line Keep on Flippinu2019 u2013 There is no u2018flippingu2019 of the
burgers, the simply cook when on the grill. u2013 Yes, this might seem quite an insignificant issue, but when the game is
literally cooking burgers, Iu2019d expect to see this functionality in place, especially given the implications within the trailer
and description. -tAlthough the Career mode is missing, the game description is at least upfront about this part and states
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u2018coming soonu2019 The game is also lacking another key feature u2013 a menu! There is no way to edit graphics, sounds,
position, music or even to exit the game properly. The only way to exit is to open the Steam app in your HMD and close that
way, which causes a number of problems with Steam, which then has to be re-started before the game can be launched again.
All this being said, I only paid u00a35.20 for the game at launch and so as long as the Devs are committed to improving /
updating the game, I wonu2019t feel cheated.. Fun game! It is what it is. It's you, in a van, selling burgers, fries, hotdogs and
possibly more! I only got as far as opening those three items but it was fun. The Good: It runs great, and has a very appealing
look. Nothing felt difficult or awkward at all. Mechanics are good, the art style is very good. It's great in short bursts. I can see
returning to this to kill some time or if I just am not in the mood for anything heavy. Great to show off and demo. The gradually
growing menu from day to day eases players through the game at a nice pace. Good for kids and adults both. Looking forward
to see what features they add in as it goes. The Bad: Some of the features are not complete yet but that's expected and they are
admitting to that up front. The customers look good enough but I think some player voices would be nice to have. The
environment feels a bit audio empty. Maybe a "Thank You" after serving them food, or customers who wait too long say
something like "Hurry it up would ya!" Some little audio bumps would be fun to hear. A chance to add some humor as well.
Also with each passing day have the background environment change. It's the same everyday at least that I've seen so far.
Overall it's worth having in your library so I give it a thumbs up.. Fun game! It is what it is. It's you, in a van, selling burgers,
fries, hotdogs and possibly more! I only got as far as opening those three items but it was fun. The Good: It runs great, and has a
very appealing look. Nothing felt difficult or awkward at all. Mechanics are good, the art style is very good. It's great in short
bursts. I can see returning to this to kill some time or if I just am not in the mood for anything heavy. Great to show off and
demo. The gradually growing menu from day to day eases players through the game at a nice pace. Good for kids and adults
both. Looking forward to see what features they add in as it goes. The Bad: Some of the features are not complete yet but that's
expected and they are admitting to that up front. The customers look good enough but I think some player voices would be nice
to have. The environment feels a bit audio empty. Maybe a "Thank You" after serving them food, or customers who wait too
long say something like "Hurry it up would ya!" Some little audio bumps would be fun to hear. A chance to add some humor as
well. Also with each passing day have the background environment change. It's the same everyday at least that I've seen so far.
Overall it's worth having in your library so I give it a thumbs up.. Fast paced, Fun, And really cheap!. Fast paced, Fun, And
really cheap!
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